
Top Global University Project （Type A） Osaka University

【 Name of project 】

Global University “World Tekijuku”

【 Future vision of the university planned in TGU project 】
Osaka University looks to deliver relevant impact to modern society with its original research and education as a center of 
scholarship. Our world-class academics are based in the sprit of free and open exchange and driven by the motivation to 
ascertain the true essence of things. We look to continue offering multilevel, intergrated education that fosters proactive learning 
in an atmosphere of friendly competition. In this way we will nurture a generation of leaders capable of tackling global challenges 
and problems, surpassing outdated preconceptions for real solutions. Our institution aims to become one of the world’s top 30
comprehensive research universities by the completion of the Top Global University Project in 2024 and a world top 10 
comprehensive research university by our centenary in 2031. In the globalized world of the 21st century, Osaka University strives 
to foster a flourishing and peaceful society, born of harmonious diversity, through its contributions to our global society through 
the World Tekijuku Initiative.

【 Summary of  Project 】
The World Tekijuku Initiative at Osaka University will cultivate leaders for the global society, top researchers and specialist 
technicians. It is expected to lead to the development of cutting-edge science and technology, setting forth solutions to complex, 
global-scale problems, thereby contributing to a flourishing grobal society.

1. Outline

未来戦略機構
Institute for Academic Initiatives

学内の多様な分野の知的資源を戦略的・部局横断的につ
なぎ、部局を超えた新たな学術領域の創造に取り組む。

Innovating new disciplines which cross conventional 
boundaries of study, strategically uniting intellectual resources 
from a diversity of fields.

世界適塾大学院 (仮称)
World Tekijuku Graduate School (provisional name)

大阪大学ならではのトップレベルの研究力を有する分野や、
未来戦略機構を介し創造された新学術領域の研究分野を
基盤とした「世界適塾大学院」(仮称)を平成29年に設置。

The World Tekijuku Graduate School will be established in 
April of 2017, with foundations in Osaka University’s top-level 
research and the novel fields of research developed by the 
Institute for Academic Initiatives.

学修イノベーション機構 (仮称)
Institute for University Learning Innovation
(provisional name)

「知の統合学修」に係るプログラムや、主体的学修に係る
教育活動を全学的に戦略化・体系化するための教学マネ
ジメント拠点を平成27年度中に整備。

An educational management center will be established by the 
end of March 2016, with the purpose of strategizing and 
systematizing university-wide management of educational 
programs to foster the proactive acquisition of knowledge and 
the study of integrating knowledge.

国際戦略推進機構 (仮称)
Office for International Strategic Promotion 
(provisional name)

教育研究の国際交流やブランディング戦略の展開等を全
学的かつ戦略的に推進する組織を平成27年度中に整備。

An Office for International Strategic Promotion will be 
established by the end of March 2016, tasked with strategically 
and comprehensively enhancing international exchange in 
education and research as well as branding strategy.

推進体制の強化 Enhancing systems

世界に展開する大阪大学の教育・研究 Education and research at Osaka University expanding worldwide developments

●クォーター制を活かした外国人採用と人材交流
Hiring international academic staff and exchanging personnel more easily on the quarter system

●UC/UCEAP大阪オフィス誘致 New UC/UCEAP Osaka Office

●国際ジョイントラボ International Joint Labs
*Years described in this paper is fiscal years.



The UC/UCEAP Osaka Office and the Global Admissions Office
Osaka University will open the University of California /University of California Education Abroad Program Osaka Office on 
Osaka University campus and establish a Global Admissions Office. Osaka University will also adopt a new entrance 
examination for undergraduate international students, the “Special Entrance Procedures for Privately-Funded 
Undergraduate International Students Living Overseas (Type I)”.

The Institute for University Learning Innovation and the Office for International Strategic Promotion
Osaka University will establish the Institute for University Learning Innovation as a new educational management center and 
the Office for International Strategic Promotion as a center to accelerate the university’s globalization.
International network expansion
Osaka University will actively engage with bilateral and multilateral networks such as the Association of Pacific Rim 
Universities (APRU), the Association of East Asian Research Universities (AEARU), the Japan-UK Research and Education 
Network for Knowledge Economy Initiatives (RENKEI), the German-Japanese University Consortium (HeKKSaGOn), and 
will enhance its presence and promote cooperation with strategic partners. Further, Osaka University will host the APRU 
Annual Presidents Meeting. (2015)
Multilingual Expert Program See also * on the next page

A new system for Teaching Fellow (TF)  See also ** on the next page

Quarter system
Adopt a new quarter system (three terms and a summer session) in line with various international academic calendars.
The World Tekijuku Entrance Examination available at all schools and facilities See also *** on the next page
The World Tekijuku Graduate School  See also the Featured initiatives below

The Global Village
The Global Village will stand as a symbol of the “World Tekijuku,” housing both international and Japanese students as well 
as faculty and staff in a single facility with 2,600 residence. It will flourish as a worldwide center for the cultivation of
internationally minded individuals.

Increase the number of  inbound international students and Osaka University students studying 
abroad
Osaka University will build more mutually-beneficial relations and increase the percentage of undergraduate international 
students from 4% to 10%, graduate international students from 15% to 25% and outbound students from 4% to 8%, 
including those on exchange programs.

Implement a course numbering system which indicates the order and difficulty of courses and make 
syllabi available in Japanese and English
A university-wide course numbering will be implemented based on the order and difficulty of courses. Syllabi will be made 
available in English as well as Japanese.

Increase the number of International Joint Labs to 100 See also * on the page after the next

Become one of the world’s top 30 comprehensive research universities See also ** on the page after the next
Osaka University has set its ultimate goal of becoming a world top 10 comprehensive research university by our centenary 
in 2031, while striving to become a world top 30 comprehensive research university before the completion of the Top Global 
University Project in 2024. Osaka University is carrying out measures to reach the specific target of being ranked in the top
30 World University Rankings by QS (Quacquarelli Symonds) from the University’s current position at 55 (as of 2014)

2024

2023

2016

【Featured initiatives (Internationalization, University reform, Education reform)】

【Measures for the promotion of collaboration with foreign universities】

Launching a World Tekijuku Graduate School
The World Tekijuku Graduate School will be established in 2017, with foundations in Osaka University’s top-level research 

and the novel fields of research developed by the Institute for Academic Initiatives. Osaka University will establish doctoral 
programs to cultivate talented individuals who can translate research results to the creation of value for society in addition to 
carrying out cutting-edge research in a global environment of friendly competition. Osaka University will then expand a new 
style of education and research developed by the World Tekijuku Graduate School to all faculty members and promote 
reforms in graduate school education systems and the development of internationally competitive, novel academic fields.

Osaka University will increase considerably the number of International Joint Labs from 22 labs in 2014 to 100 by 2023. 
These labs will act as bases for international collaborative research, expanding Osaka University’s international presence 
and allowing for international recognition as a pioneer of novel fields of research. Osaka University will enhance cooperative 
systems with worldwide education and research centers by opening the UC/UCEAP Osaka Office (in December 2014); 
expanding the reach of Osaka University’s four Overseas Centers from a single locale to an entire region; increasing the 
number of Inter-university Exchange Agreements (from the current 99 to 130 by 2023); and utilizing international networks 
(APRU, AEARU, RENKEI, HeKKSaGOn, etc.).

【Summary of the 10-year plan】

2017

2015

2019

2014

2020

2021



■ Common Indicators and targets

2. FY2014 Progress

1. Establishing Osaka University’s International Strategy
Osaka University has integrated university-wide planning and implementing of globalization initiatives, promoting an 
organizational international strategy for education, research and international contributions that goes beyond the former 
focus on mere international exchange primarily limited to the exchange of individuals.

2. Opening the UC/UCEAP Osaka Office
Osaka University attracted the University of California to establish its UC/UCEAP Osaka Office at Osaka University. This has 
led to further promotion of studying abroad program to students via UC-style interactive lectures focused on group discussion 
in English.

3. Promoting the International Joint Research Promotion Program
As a foothold for establishing international joint labs, Osaka University has promoted the International Joint Research 
Promotion Program and successfully formed a total of 22 international joint labs in association with institutes and universities
in 13 countries/regions including those with the University of Oxford and the California Institute of Technology.

4. Establishing Short-term support for personnel expenses under the International Joint Research 
Promotion Program
Osaka University established a program to cover short-term personnel expenses as one of its initiatives to support 
international research programs to further promote international joint research and for the purpose of inviting prominent 
international faculty to Osaka University. 53 research projects have been selected as beneficiaries of this program.

Internationalization

1. Launching a World Tekijuku Graduate School Project
Osaka University has appointed an Establishment Examination Committee to, manage the establishment of the World 
Tekijuku Graduate School in April 2017. This Graduate School will integrate interdisciplinary specialist knowledge and foster 
the creation of novel fields of inquiry with its distinct programs. As a organization that represents the future of Osaka 
University, it will attract a high ratio of young and international faculty and conduct all activities in English as its official 
language under an annual salary system.

2. Annual Salary System
Osaka University has broadened the reach of faculty under the annual salary system and reformed personnel hiring and 
salary systems for greater flexibility as a means to become a world top 10 comprehensive research university.

3. Cross-Appointment System
Starting with the conclusion of an agreement with RIKEN and the acceptance of researchers from RIKEN, Osaka University 
has concluded a total of 31 agreements with research organizations including 2 domestic and 29 international agreements.

University Reform

1. “World Tekijuku Entrance Examination” ***
In order to attract high school graduates with experience in proactive learning (such as those with research project 
experience) in addition to basic knowledge and skills, Osaka University has decided  to implement the World Tekijuku 
Entrance Examination, a comprehensive applicant selection system used by all schools and faculties starting in 2017.

2. Implementing a new entrance examination for privately-funded international students
The Global Admissions Office (GAO), in charge of developing various entrance examination systems, established a new 
entrance examination, “Special Entrance Procedures for Privately-Funded Undergraduate International Students Living 
Overseas,” in order to attract prominent international students. It allows international high school students to take an 
entrance examination in their home countries before coming to Japan. 

3. Developing the Multilingual Expert Program *
This new type of educational program has been developed with foundations in Osaka University’s unique strengths, It aims 
to contribute to society with its expertise in humanities and social sciences, educating students from a complete, global 
perspective in multilingual and multicultural matters. Students acquire proficiency in one or more languages in addition to 
English.

4. Reforming the Teaching Assistant (TA) system **
Osaka University is preparing a trial of a Teaching Fellow (TF) system in 2015, a pioneering syastem in Japan. They are 
endowed with the greatest responsibility within the TA system, planning additional educational activities, managing the 
progress of classes, and educating students directly and autonomously.

5. Establishing a Double Degree Program
Osaka University has promoted the establishment of a Double Degree Program to educate globally minded human resources. 
Students receive degrees from both Osaka University and a university abroad on the basis of an inter-university exchange 
agreement. Nine new agreements with universities abroad were signed in 2014.

Education Reform



■ Initiatives for the enhancement of international reputation

3. Hosting the Association of Pacific Rim Universities
(APRU) Presidential Retreat and the 19th Annual 

Presidents Meeting in Osaka.

2. Enhancing the international public relations
Osaka University has hosted the Academic Initiatives Forum 
“Global University Rankings and Excellence Indicators 
Reexamined” and promoted the University utilizing
international universities rankings and journals.

■ University’s own indicators and targets

1. Increasing the number of subjects ranked in the top 30 in the Thomson Reuters Essential Science Indicators(ESI)
Osaka University aims to be ranked in the top 30 citation index in ten fields in the Thomson Reuters Essential Science Indicators 
(ESI) before the completion of the Top Global University Project in 2024. Biology and biochemistry was ranked in this range in 
2014, and including the three fields that ranked previously – immunology, chemistry, and material sciences – Osaka University 
currently has four fields ranked in the top 30.

1. Promoting International Joint Research Programs *
Osaka University will substantially increase its number of 
International Joint Labs, centers of international joint research. 
The targets is 100 labs by 2023, from the total of 22 in 2014. 
These labs are expected to further research in their respective 
regions and expand Osaka University’s international presence. 
This includes pioneering novel fields of inquiry to provide impact 
on the global scale.

2. Increasing the number of inter-university exchange agreements
The number of inter-university exchange agreements will be increased to 130 to further develop a robust international network 
before the completion of the Top Global University Project in 2024. The total number of agreements in 2014 was 104, which 
includes the five completed in 2014 and the 99 which were previously concluded. As of June 1, 2015, the total has increased to 
105, a strong indicator of grouth in this area.

The UC/UCEAP Osaka Office was opened in 
cooperation with the University of California at Osaka 
University in December 2014.
Osaka University established a program to cover short-
term personnel expenses as one of its initiatives to 
support international research programs. 53 of the 
proposed programs were selected for support.

In addition, Osaka University provided financial support to 
international joint conferences (supporting 15 events), 
research abroad programs (supporting 9 events), and 
visiting scholar programs(supporting 3 programs). This 
funding was made possible by the Program for Promoting 
the Improvement of Research Universities, funded by the 
Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and 
Technology.

UC/UCEAP Osaka Office Opening at Osaka University

【Cooperation with Universities Abroad】

3. Association of Pacific Rim Universities(APRU) 
18th Annual Presidents Meeting

2. Academic Initiative Forum “Global University Rankings and
Excellence Indicators Reexamined”

1. 2014 International Joint Research Promotion Program Workshop



3. FY2015 Progress

1. International Strategy Promotion Office (reorganized as the Center for Global Initiatives on April 1, 
2016)
The International Strategy Promotion Office is a new organization established by Osaka University to coordinate university-wide 
activities related to global communications, the global cloud, and global collaboration.
• A new portal site for international students was released.
• It has enhanced the dissemination of research results to the international community, which in turn has increased significantly the 

number of hits to Osaka University’s research information portal (an increase of 60% compared to the previous year and an 
increase of more than 70% from English-speaking countries).

2. Academic exchange with the University of California (UC)
Osaka University held the UC/UCEAP Osaka Office First-year Anniversary International Symposium in collaboration with the 
UC/UCEAP Osaka Office. (Refer to the *1 on the next page.)
Osaka University offered two summer programs mainly targeted at UC students and registered approximately 50 students. In addition, 
two UC faculty members were employed as specially appointed faculty members (full-time) at Osaka University through our cross-
appointment system.
A special lecture series was conducted by Dr. John Hampton Ino, Professor Emeritus at UC San Francisco. This special English series 
involved nine lectures and was conducted in an interactive seminar style, based on group discussions. A total of 130 Osaka University 
members (students, faculty, and staff) attended.

3. International Joint Research Program
Osaka University’s International Joint Research Promotion Program has successfully created 35 International Joint Labs in association 
with 41 institutes/universities in 16 countries/regions, including the University of Oxford and the California Institute of Technology.

Internationalization

1. Osaka University Vision 2021
Osaka University has presented the “Osaka University Vision 2021” in anticipation of the 90th anniversary of its founding. The 6-year 
period from 2016 to 2021 is viewed as an “evolution period,” and the “Osaka University Vision 2021” provides guidelines for self-reform.

2. Center for the Study of Co* Design 
Osaka University is preparing to establish a new university-wide center in order to cultivate leaders who can develop their expertise and 
innovate in the real world. These leaders will be able to promote innovation and solve complex social issues by integrating knowledge 
into society.

3. Annual Salary System
Osaka University has expanded the eligible faculty members to be applied to performance-based annual salary system to secure 
talented and diverse individuals. In 2015, over 200 faculty members were newly applied to this system.

4. Cross-Appointment System
Osaka University has promoted education and research by concluding 46 agreements for this system with research organizations,
which include 10 domestic and 36 international agreements.

University Reform

1. Top Global University Project International Symposium (Refer to the *2 on the next page)

2. Improvement of language education to strengthen English proficiency
Osaka University has improved its English education curriculum by implementing the TOEFL-ITP test and considering this score (30%) 
in the grading of students in general education English classes.
Osaka University has offered interactive small-size advanced English classes for students with high English proficiency to further 
enhance their speaking and writing skills. Moreover, the Intensive Practical English Program was offered to Japanese students to
improve their language proficiency. 

3. Making syllabi available in Japanese and English
Osaka University is preparing to provide all syllabi in both Japanese and English. In order to support this initiative, the manual for 
syllabus creation ––originally in Japanese–– has been translated into English, and an English glossary of frequent words in has been 
created.

4. Development of the Multilingual Expert Program (MLE)
MLE started the educational program in which students of the School of Foreign Studies are able to take one of the courses which are 
designed as a minor in the following schools of the humanities or social sciences in Osaka University: School of Letters, School of 
Human Sciences, School of Law and School of Economics. In 2015, the first year of this program, 32 students were successfully
selected and registered for the courses.
Additionally, MLE created the Academic English Support Desk Program, an English presentation tutorial. This program is aimed at 
enhancing the academic presentation skills of students, faculty and staff members, mainly for international conferences, through the 
tutorial conducted by an English native lecturer.

5. Advanced collaboration with high schools
Osaka University has improved collaboration with prefectures and high schools by organizing and co-hosting events for high school 
students.

Education Reform

■ Common indicators and targets



2. Increased in the number of inter-university exchange agreements
The number of inter-university exchange agreements will reach 130 in 2024 as a way to further develop a robust international network 
before the completion of the Top Global University Project. The number of agreements signed in 2015 was five, which added to the
previously concluded 104 agreements makes for a total of 109 agreements.

1. Held two remarkable international symposiums
(1) UC/UCEAP Osaka Office First-year Anniversary International 
Symposium “Career Development and Globalization” (December 2015) *1

In collaboration with the UC/UCEAP Osaka Office, Osaka University held 
the international symposium. The symposium included a keynote speech 
by the Director of the Career Center at the UC Irvine and a panel 
discussion composed of four panelists from Japan and overseas.

(2) Top Global University Project International Symposium "New Learning 
of Liberal Arts and Quality Assurance (Quality Liberal Learning)" (January 
2016) *2

Osaka University held the international symposium, to which it invited 
speakers from Japan and overseas. The symposium included keynote 
lectures, case reports, and the introduction of Osaka University’s 
educational system and some unique Osaka University programs to 
become a world-class educational institution and promote globalization. A 
lively discussion took place among panelists and audience addressing key 
issues and solutions regarding liberal education and assessment.

2. Increased in the number of International Joint Labs
Osaka University will substantially increase its number of International Joint 
Labs, centers of international joint research. The target is 100 labs by 2023, 
from a total of 22 in 2014. These labs are expected to further research in 
their respective regions and expand Osaka University’s international 
presence by pioneering new fields of inquiry to create an impact on a 
global scale.

3. Enhancing international public relations
Osaka University’s website has started to offer “Research Highlights,” a 
compilation of articles containing the research findings of International Joint 
Labs. Additionally, these findings were made accessible to researchers in 
Japan and overseas by e-mail.
Furthermore, the proceedings of the forum*3, held in 2015, were published 
in March 2016.
*3 For details on the forum, please refer to item 2 of the “Initiatives for the 
enhancement of international reputation” on the second preceding page.

4. Hosting the prestigious Association of Pacific Rim 
Universities (APRU) 19th Annual Presidents Meeting in Osaka
Osaka University is a member of the Association of Pacific Rim Universities 
(APRU), comprised of top research universities in the Pacific Rim area. In 
June 2015, Osaka University hosted prestigious APRU’s Annual Presidents 
Meetings with the theme “University as an Agent for Global 
Transformation.” The meeting hosted 106 guests––including 25 
presidents–– and composed of panel discussions that revisited the mission 
of universities in the 21st century and discussed the university’s role as a 
proactive instrument of global transformation.

[ Cooperation with Universities Abroad ]

■ Osaka University has been rated the most innovative university in Japan, and 18th in the world.
Reuters, one of the leading international ranking organizations, announced the World's Most Innovative 
Universities in September 2015. Osaka University was ranked 18th in the world and 1st in Japan.

1. Increased in the number of Double Degree Programs
Osaka University has promoted the establishment of a Double Degree Program to educate globally minded human resources. Students 
receive degrees from both Osaka University and a university abroad on the basis of an inter-faculty exchange agreement. 12 new 
agreements with universities abroad were signed in 2015.

Osaka University
International Joint Research Programs

Osaka University selected 54 projects to receive short-term 
personnel expenses coverage, as a measure to support 
international research programs.

Moreover, Osaka University provided financial support as 
follows. These supports were made possible by the Program for 
Promoting the Improvement of Research Universities, funded 
by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and 
Technology.
 12 international joint conferences
 Seven research programs overseas
One visiting scholar program

■ University’s own indicators and targets

■ Initiatives for the enhancement of international reputation

4. Association of Pacific Rim Universities (APRU) 
19th Annual Presidents Meeting

1-(2). Keynote Lecture at the Top Global University Project International 
Symposium

1-(1). Panel Discussion at the UC/UCEAP Osaka Office First-year Anniversary 
International Symposium 


